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Application of Stimulus Sampling Theory to

Situations Involving Social Pressure!!

Patrick Suppes and Franklin Krasne

Stanford University

Much contemporary social psychological theory appears to be theory of

group behavior qua group. While group oriented conc"pts may be transiently

useful in classifying and systematizing the'vast experimental literature of

social psychology, we hold that ultima{ely group behavior can be explained en-

tirely in terms of the behavior of the individuals who constitute the group.

In other words we regard the theory of social behavior as a highly important

special case of the general theory of individual behavior. Furthermore, to

our minds recent quantitative formulations of stimulus-response-reinforcement

theory provide excellent conceptual tools for effecting such a subsumption.

This is not to claim that we are prepared to give a detailed stimulus-

response-reinforcement analysis of every experimental situation now considered

important by social psychologists, but it is to claim that the general lines

of such an analysis are clear and in fact may be given in detail, as we

shall see for a representative example, for a rather large class of social

interaction situations. We conceive of an interaction situation as one in

which each member of a group (potentially) provides stimuli and reinforcements

for every other member of the group with the behavior of each member entirely

ezplicable on an individual'basis given the sequence of stimuli and rein-

forcements impinging on him. Examples of small group experiments analyzed

from this point of view are Hays and Bush (1954), Atkinson and Suppes (1958,

1959), and Burke (1959).

1. This research was supported by the Rockefeller Foundation and the Group
Psychology Branch of the Office of Naval Research. This paper will be
included in the Reprint Series of the Stanford Institute for Mathematical
Studies in the Social Sciences.
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Here we wish to consider an area of social psychology usually spoken

of in terms of frames of reference, social pressure, group norms and the like,

whose experimental work is both especially provocative and particularly well

suited to precise experimentation.

Using strictly the notions of stimulus, response, and reinforcement, it

is natural to construe the kinds of social situations with which we are con

cerned as classical Or Ilalmost classical" discrimination experiments. The

problem, of course, is to identify in each experiment just what is to be con

sidered as stij)l.ulUi3, what as responi3\" and ~especially difficult what as rein

forcement. Once the identifications have been made it is easy enough to assume

that a response reinforced in some stimulus situation will have an increased

tendency to be emitted on future occasions of that situation.

In the social situation objective stimuli and the behavior of other

members of a group combine to form the relevant stimulus situations for each

subject. Response classes are in principle arbitrary, and if an experiment

is well structured for the subject, the experimenter will be easily led to

a "natural" classification of responses.

Considerable difficulty arises in making reinforcement identificationi3,

because subjects bring with them to an experiment a large number of covert

verbal responses having secondary reinforcing properties. ConseQuently, we

are simply forced to limit the number of reinforcers which we wish to re

cognize as important and for analytical purposes to ignore the rest. We

shall suppose first that social support per se is reinforcing; although

admittedly there will freQuently be factors working against it, we will
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consider them explicitly when they seem important. Although it is in a

sense trivial to point out that the proprioceptive stimuli produced by an

overlearned response have consistently preceded reinforcement, as a consequence

the making of an overlearned response is self-reinforcing via the mechanism of

secondary reinforcement; thus, we shall assume secondly that there is some

automatic (secondary) reinforcement for making responses which have been well

overlearned in everyday experience. LastlY,there may be experimenter controlled

rewards of a less ambiguous nature such as money payoffs, prizes, and primary

drive reduction.

As a specific example of the type of analysis which we are suggesting we

shall study in detail in the remainder of this paper an experimental situation

which is similar in certain respects to the classic experiments of Sherif (1935)

and in other respects to those of Asch (1956). The theoretical ideas which

have been described will be embedded in a stochastic model of the general

type described by Suppes and Atkinson (1958, 1959), which is a variant of

the stimulus sampling theory of Estes and Burke.

In the experiment to be described subjects were required to make a choice

on the basis of an objective but slightly ambiguous stimulus situation; in

particular they were asked to indicate which of two lines they thought was

longer. This choice was followed by an indication of what the subjects

were instructed to believe was the correct answer.

From a social psychological point of view one might suppose that (de

pending on the needs of the subject and the cohesiveness of the "group,"

experimenter plus subject) there would be social pressure on the subject to
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modify his choices in the direction which the experimenter calls correct. In

this sense there are certain similarities to Asch's (1956) study; however, since

the subject does not find out what the experimenter considers as correct until

after his own response has been made, one might suppose following Sherif (1935)

that the effect of the social pressure imposed by the experimenter is to modify

the subject's frame of reference on future stimulus presentations.

Our approach to the problem will be to treat the experimental situation

as a stimulus discrimination experiment. The situation is complicated slightly

in that subjects have strongly overlearned a relevant visual discrimination

prior to this experiment; we acknowledge the strong effect of this past

learning by positing a secondary reinforcer which may operate to accentuate or

attenuate the effect of the experimenter-controlled reinforcer of social sup

port. We turn now to a detailed consideration of the experiment and its

theory.

The Experiment and Its Theory

On each of a se~uence of trials, a pair of lines, one slightly longer

than the other, was projected for a few seconds on a screen. The subjects

were asked to record on answer sheets which of the two lines (labeled "line 1"

and "line 2") they thought was longer. They were then told (what they had been

instructed to believe would be) the correct answer; however, it was in reality

correct only on a randomly chosen subset of the trials.

In order to describe the situation more precisely, let us introduce some

notation:
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Sl = Event of projecting a line pair of which line 1 is longer.

S2 = Event of projecting a line pair of which line 2 is longer.

Al = Response of subject on answer sheet indicating that he thinks

line 1 is longer.

A2 = Response of subject on answer sheet indicating that he thinks

line 2 is longer.

E
l = Reinforcing event of experimenter saying, 1l1ine' 1 is lOnger. "

E2 = Reinforcing event of experimenter saying, "line 2 is longer. "

ill = Secondary reinforcement of Al response.

il
2 = Secondary reinforcement of A2 response.

"1 = P(EI / Sl)

"2 = P(E2 / S2 )

)' = P(Sl)

5 = Probability that a subject makes a correct discrimination in a

control experiment where no information is being given him

regarding the correctness of his responses.

We will be primarily concerned with the behavior of various conditional

probabilities of response as a function of "1' "2' and 5 •

On any trial first a stimulus event (Sl or S2)' then a response

(AI or A2 ) , and then. a reinforcing event (El or E2 ) occurs. In addition

we introduce automatic secondary reinforcing events, ill and il2 , which rein

force the "perceptually correct" response. Thus, on any trial of an experiment

the sequence of events maybe indicated by the si;ringof. symbols,
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,

where C and C' represent conditioning before and after the trial and where

we say that a response is conditioned to a stimulus event if the response is

elicited as a result of that stimulus event. At all times exactly one response

is conditioned to a particular stimulus event.

Independently of what response was actually made on a trial we will say

that both Ek and n
k

reinforce ~. If a reinforcement is effective, then

the reinforced response becomes conditioned to the stimulus event occurring

on the trial. If no reinforcement is effective, then conditioning remains

unchanged. It will be assumed that exactly one of the following occurs on

every trial: social support is effective, secondary self reinforcement is

effective, neither is effective. Since these events are mutually exclusive and

exhaustive, we define

9
1 = P(A

k
is effectively reinforced by 1\1 llk' E

j
)

6
2 = P(A

j
is effectively reinforced by E.I 1\' E. )

J J

1-9 -6 = P(No reinforcement is effective I 1\' E. )
1 2 J

Consider the subsequence of trials on which Sl and S2 respectively

occur. Since the. conditioning of a response to a stimulus event can be affected

only if that stimulus event occurs, we can treat these two subsequences as

separate and independent simple learning situations .(simple:.learning as opposed
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to discrimination learning). In particular it is easily seen that each learning

process is characterized under our assumptions as a Markov chain with A
l

and

A2 as its states (that is to say on any trial either A
l

or A2 is conditioned

to 8. ) •
l

As an example of the method used in deriving the transition matrices for

these chains, we shall analyze in terms of a tree of logical possibilities a

trial on which 8
1

occurred. If the subject ended the last 8
1

trial condi

tioned to A
l

) then the relevant tree is

81
Al

El
8

1

"1

{Al condi- Al conditioned}_81 -_Al -_ill
tioned to 8

1
to 8

1 )

1-"1
81

Al

E2

82
A

2

and if the subject ended the last 8
1

trial with A
2

conditioned to 8
1

we have

81

Al

82E
l Al

"1 1-8 -8

{A2
condi- 1 2 A2 conditioned}_81 -- A2 -- ill

tioned to 8
1 Al to 81

1-"1
81

8
E2 A2

A2
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Using similar methods we arrive at the following Markov chains for the Sl and

S2 learning processes respectively. On Sl type trials we identify two states,

1 and 2, referring to Al and A2 respectively as being conditioned to Sl;

this gives the transition matrix

(1)

Similarly on S2 trials identifying states 1 and 2 referring to Al and A2

respectively being conditioned to S2 the transition matrix is

(2)

Using the fact that the sequence of S 's
1

and S 's
2

occur in accordance

with a binomial distribution with parameter 7, we may combine the above

processes to obtain Pn(All Sl) and Pn(All S2) representing the probabilities

of Al responses on the n-th trial of the full experiment given Sl and

S2 stimulus events respectively;
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+

(4 )
1 - "2

+

n = 1,2, ...

The psychophysical constants 5 and (1-5) have been taken as the initial

probabilities of Al responses on Sl and S2 type trials respectively. It

is clear that since Q ~ 81 + 82 < 1, the right hand terms of each expression

vanish for large n and hence, the asymptotic results are given by the first

terms to the right of the equality signs. We have graphed the asymptotic

quantities as a function of the ratio

"2 in Figure 1.

for relevant values of and

Method

Stimuli

The stimuli for these experiments were pairs of parallel lines projected

on a field 46 inches wide by 32 inches high; the lines were oriented so that

a line passing througJ:! their midpoints would be perpendicular to each.· Sub-

jects were run under two different stimulus conditions, which we shall designate

the "hard" and "easy" conditions to refer to their involoving hard and easy
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.1 /

o

1 12

Fig. 1. Asymptotic behavior of P(All 81 ) and

P(All 82 ) as a function of the ratio 91/82
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discriwinations respectively. Within each difficulty condition (hard or easy)

there were two types of slides used (A and B in Table 1), and the orientation

of the line pairs was permuted so as to produce 2x2x2 = 8 different line pairs

(e.g., lines vertical, lines horizontal, long line on left, long line on right,

etc.). The lines were labeled "1" and "2" respectively for identification by

the subjects. In order to avoid the effect of position habits on the data,

for half the subjects the upper horizontal and left vertical lines were always

labeled "1" and for the other half the bottom and right lines were called "1".

In Table 1, which gives a description of the line pairs, a is the

distance between the lines of the pair; b is the half length of the shorter

line; c is the difference in half-lengths between the longer and shorter

lines; 0 is the probability of the subject making a correct discrimination

when no experimenter controlled reinforcing events are influencing his behavior.

Room and Apparatus

The line pairs were projected by an Argus 300 Projector with a Sylvania

300 watt projector lamp on to a beaded screen 146 inches away. The subjects

(from 1 to 5 in number) were seated at a distance of about 96 inches from the

front of the screen. The room illumination was about .3 Weston II units.

The subjects responded on answer sheets prepared in essentially the same

way as standard I.B.M. score sheets. For half the subjects the left column

was used to indicate an Al response and for half the right.

Experimental Groups

Three groups of subjects whose conditions are described in Table 2 Were
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Table 1

Decription of Stimuli

(a, b, and c are measured in i~chesc)

Slide Hard Easy

type a b c 0 a b c o.

A 15.5 5·12 .240 ·72 15·5 2.56 ·310 ·92

B 15·5 7·75 .250 ·72 15·5 7·75 .340 ·92
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Table 2

Group Descriptions

Group number Jt
l

Jt2 [) Description

I ·7 .2 ·92 Easy,low symmetry

II ·7 .2 ·72 Hard, low symmetry

III .7 .6 ·72 Hard, medium symmetry
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run. The degree of symmetry under "Description" refers to relative similarity

of reinforcing situations on Sl and S2 type trials. For all groups r = .5

Subjects

The subjects, who were students at Stanford University, were obtained from

the student employment service, an introductory psychology class, and a univer

sity dormitory. With the exception of a few of those from the psychology class

all subjects were male. There were 26, 25 and 18 subjects in Groups I, II,

and III respectively. Because of certain technical difficulties in preparing

the stimuli, subjects were not placed randomly in groups.

Procedure

There were from one to five subjects per experimental session. The subjects,

having been seated and given answer sheets, were given the following instructions.

(A sample slide was projected on the screen throughout the instructions.)

"This is an experiment on judgment of length. I am going to flash a

number of slides on the screen each of which has two lines on it; your job in

each case will be to decide which of the two lines is the longer and to mark

your judgment on the answer sheet in the appropriate column opposite the num

ber of the slide we are on. For example: if on the first slide I showed, the

line next to the figure one on the screen was longer, you would mark the answer

sheet like this (show marked answer sheet). Sometimes the pair of lines will

be vertical rather than horizontal; then the line here would be line one ande

the one here line two (point to screen to illustrate what I am saying).

Please mark the answer sheets heavily and completely as though you were filling

in an IBM score sheet. e I will announce the number of the slide we are on before
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each judgment and will tell you the correct answer after each judgment. You

must make your decisions quickly and record them BEFORE I tell you the answer.

·Each slide will appear for about 2 seconds. One of the two lines will always

be longer than the other; however, some of the judgments may be difficult. If

you are not sure which line is longer, then guess. 8ince I want you to work

completely independently of each other, I must request that you remain

absolutely silent during the experiment. Are there any questions?"

The trials then proceeded at a rate of about seven per minute. Each

stimulus presentation lasted for approximately 2 seconds. Occasionally the

experimenter found it necessary to repeat early in the sessions " this is

a test of sorts; you must remain completely silent."

After the experiment the subjects were instructed: 'Will you please

write a brief statement of your reactions to this experiment?" The responses

to this question indicated that the subjects understood and believed the

instructions.

Estimation Methods

Two methods will be presented for estimating the parameters 61 and 62

from the data of our experiments. First we shall make maximum likelihood

estimates based on the separate 81 and 82 response subsequences (Anderson

and Goodman, 1957); then, taking advantage .of the mutual independence of the

81 and 82 learning processes, we shall maximize the joint likelihood func

tion to obtain single estimates of 61 and 62 .

It can be shown that the first method is essentially equivalent to setting

the expressions for the theoretical transition probabilities equal to their
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estimates and solving for 61 and 62

The estimates based on maximizing the joint likelihood function are not

quite sO simple. The derivation, which is reasonably straightforward but

tedious, leads to a tenth degree equation for the unknown, g2 ; solutions

were obtained by approximation methods.

Results and Discussion

Tables 3 and 4 present learning parameter estimates obtained by the two

methods described above.

The most important observation to be made is that for all estimates

6 1/e2 is less 'oh hard than on easy discriminations . One can go even further

and point out that with the exception of the S2 trial estimate in Group III

this learning parameter ratio is greater than one for the easy discriminations

and less that one for the hard ones. This says essentially (for our experimental

situation) that if the physical stimulus situation is fairly unambiguous, sub

jects will "prefer" to derive their reinforcement from it via ill and il2

~hile if it is not, they will depend primarily on social support. This makes

good intuitive sense and in fact has been adopted as a postulate by Festinger\

(1954) in his theory of social comparison processes.

In spite of the fact that we get these intergroup differences for all

estimates, it is interesting and rather odd that, as will be seen by studying

Table 3, the effects described above show up much more markedly on Sl than on

S2 type trials. Since the actual stimulus and response labeling was random

ized over subjects, and since the stimuli and responses were physically sym-

metrical, the relation between and 1t2 must be responsible for this
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Table 3

Separate Maximum Likelihood Estimates of 8
1

, 82 , and Derived Quantities

Type trials on which Quantity Group I Group II Group III

estimates based

~ .60 .38 ·301

1l .20 .54 .62
8

1
2

/\ A
el /e2 3.0 ·71 .48

~l +~2 .78 ·93 ·91
0

~l .42 .36 .48

...g-
.27 .36 .452

S2
/'0 '" 1.6e/82 1.0 1.1

~ .~

.69 ·928
1

+ 82 ·72
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Table 4

Joint Maximum Likelihood Estimates of 6
1

, 62 and Derived Quantities

Quantity Group I Group II Group III

-e .44 ·39 .401

'8 .25 .42 ·522

~/~2 1.8 ·92 ·77

$ B ·70 .81 ·921 + 2
,
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rather surprising phenomenon.

Reference to the tables under discussion will show that the over-all

effectiveness of reinforcement, 81 + 82 ' increased from the easy to the

hard conditions. One might argue that the harder a discrimination, the more

attentive the subject will be to all events surrounding him; thus, reinforce-

ments are generally more effective when 5 is small. Although it is true that

via equations (3) and (4) one can estimate the ratio 8
1
/82 directly from

asymptotic data, we have preferred to make much more efficient estimates of

this ratio by making strong use of the Markov properties of response subsequences.

Specifically, the ratio e
1

are maximum likelihood

estimates, yields the maximum likelihood estimate of 8 1/82 . Consequently,

we wish to emphasize that the extent of agreement between observed asymptotic

behavior and the asymptotes predicted using the maximum likelihood estimates

of B
l

and 62 is an empirical question representing one sort of test of the

model. The predicted asymptotic conditional response probabilities have been

included in Table 5, which also presents for purposes of comparison the re-

levant relative frequencies over the last 50 and 100 trials for each group,

Although the fit is not perfect, the observed and pred.ictedrimk orders

across groups are in agreement for the predictions based on the joint maximum

likelihood" estimates.

Observed mean learning curves on which the predicted asymptotes (of the

last line of Table 5) are indicated as dashed lines are plotted in Figure 2.

In order to determine whether a significant amount of learning occurred, the

conditional response proportions from the first and last fifty trials of each

experiment were compared by two-tailed sign tests (Siegel, 1956); the
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Table 5

Observed and Predicted Asymptotic Conditional Response Probabilities

Group I Group II Group III

P(A
l I81 ) P(A

l I82 ) P(Al I81 ) P(A
l I82 ) P(Al I81 ) P(Al I82 )

Observed: Over last
·92 .31 .83 .40 .79 .19

100 trials
.

Observed: Over last
.94 .28 .84 .39 .74 .18

50 trials

Theoretical: Based on
·92 .20 .83 .48 ·79 .27

8
1

trial estimates

.
Theoretical: Based on

.88 ·31 .85 .40 .85 .19
82 trial estimates

Theoretical: Based on
.89 .29 .84 .42 .83 .23

joint MLE
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significance levels a are shown next to the appropriate curves,

The sign test, which was used here because the distrfbution assumptions

nrcessary for it are almost negligible, does not produce .acceptable signific~ce

levels, Higher level (a < ,01) tests may be obtained if we are willing to

make the rather strong assumption that the individual responses of a particular

subject are independent Bernoulli events, However, this assumption is too

grossly violated to allow one to place much confidence in results based upon

it,

If we draw learning curves [e'luations(3) and (4)] using the maximum like

lihood estimates of 81 and 82 , we find that the curves rise to their

asymptotes much more rapidly than do the observed curves of Figure 2 We

wish to point out that this does not represent a fundamental problem for the

present theory although it limits the usefulness of the specific form of the

model which we have presented, The problem arises from our having assumed

that only one stimulus "element" or "pattern" (see Estes 1959) was associated

with each stimulus event, 81 By positing a larger number of such stimulus
,
'patterns and retaining the supposition that exactly one is sampled on each

trial, the theoretical learning rate may be decreased at the expense of con

siderably more tedious computations,

We may take a comproiIlise approach, however, If we suppose there to be N

stimulus .elements associated with each stimulus situation, then although

most formulae become considerably complicated, the learning curves (3) and

(4) are changed only in the last term; let 6i62 = e then we may write
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E +

E + (0 -

1 - Jr
2

E + 1

1 - Jr
2

+ (1 - 0 - E + 1 )[1 - (1-1')

We may estimate E directly from asymptotic data and choose e2/N tomake

a least squares fit of the theoretical to the empirical learning curves.

Conclusions

In conclusion it is our opinion that considerable analytiC advantage

has derived from application of a quantitative theorY of individual behavior

in the present context. Through its use we have been able to make highly

specific remarks about the extent of operation of certain events which are

not directly observable but which may reasonably be postulated to exist,

namely secondary self reinforcement of responses well established in every-

day experience. Also we have been able to compare the magnitude of the

effects of these secondary reinforcements to that of themore.directly con-

trolled social support. ·As far as we can see, it would be considerably more

difficult to obtain comparable infoI'lllation from experimentation not oriented

about a 'luantitative theory.

We wish to ~mphasize again that the central ideas behind the present anal-

ysis' are ones of cbnside:bible generalitY;'similar·techniques of analysis

can be applied to many social psychorogical situations by a fairly straight-

forward extension of the ideas presented here.
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Appendix 1

The model (Model I) originally proposed for the experimental situation

studied in the body of this pap~rdiffered in its reinforcement mechanisms

from the .one (Model II) actually discussed there. Since rather extensive

work was done on it and since we consider some of its failings to be in-

structive, we present here some detailed comments on Model I.

Let us call those trials on which tne subscripts of Ei
and S.

J
do

not agree "conflict trials." Rather than introducing secondary reinforcers

"1 and "2' we assume that the reinforcing event Ek is effective with prob

ability eA on non-conflict trials and with probability €B. < BA on con-

flict trials. ·While we make no explicit psychological assumptions regarding

the reasons for attenuating the learning parameter on conflict trials, the

intuitive ~easons are clear.

Markov process state identifications are exactly the same as in Model II,

and we here present those results for Model I which correspond to those indi-

cated for Model II in the body of the paper. On Sl trials the transition

matrix is

,

and on S2 trials it is

(6)
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The learning curves are

1 - lt
2(8) P

n
(A

1
IS

2
) ~

SA
~ 112 + (1-lt

2
)

B

1 - lt
2

SA
(1-lt

2
)

6
B

lt
2

+
).

And the graphs of the asymptotes as a function of SJSB ' which are presented

in Figure 3, should be compared with the corresponding ones for Model II.

Several methods of learning parameter estimation were used for this

model ,and each led to the same rather disquieting result:. for all methods

the estimates of 9A were greater than one. Before considering the reason

for this anomaly, let us consider the various methods of estimation from

which .we obtained estimates of SA and SB •

Method 1. This method is precisely the same in principle as the first

method presented in the body of the paper for 6
1

and 92 . It is a true

maximum likelihood estimate on each of the two response subsequences. As

in Model II the method is for a fairly large number of counted transitions
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1.0

Poo(All Sl): rtl = ,7

/

.2
P)All S~): rt = .6

c. 2

.l /
a

lO l2

Fig. 3. Asymptotic behavior of P(All Sl) and

P(All S2) as afnnction of the ratio 8i8B in Model 1.
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per subject equivalent to setting the observed transition matrices equal to

the theoretical ones and solving. A comparison of the transition matrices

A "for the two models shows that using this estimation procedure e2 ~eB .

Method 2. The joint maximum likelihood estimate here,which is consider-

ably simpler than in Model II, may be obtained explicitly by solving. a second

degree equation.

Method 3. The next procedure, which is rather complicated in the pre-

sent experiments, we consider especially interesting, because it seems to

yield many of the advantages of maximum likelihood estimation in situations

where true maximum likelihood estimation is unfeasible.

Consider the full sequence of responses (81 and 82 type trials in

the same sequence now) for a particular subject. It is possible to compute

for large n

~ Poo (A,
J

on trial n I Ai on trial n-l)

independently of the trial number, n. ThUS, while it is true that the

sequence of responses for a subject is a chain of infinite order, we may

as a first approximation treat it as a stationary Markov chain with

transition probabilities, ~ij' and compute under this assumption the

maximum likelihood estimate of the parameter pair (eA, eB) ; such a pro-

cedure is an example of pseudo maximum 'likelihood estimation. The pseudo

likelihood function is
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TT
i,j

where P (A.)
'" l

is taken asymptotically, n.
l

is the number of occurrences of

response Ai on the first trial of the sequence over which the pseudo maximum

likelihood estimate is being taken, and nij is the observed number of trans-

itions from response to A.
J

over 'the sequence in question.

Method 4. One simple estimate of eA/eB was used in order to provide

a check on the above procedures. Let P)All 81) and P",(All 82 ) be the

estimated (over the last fifty trials) asymptotic conditional probabilities

of response. Then the value of eA/BB which minimizes

A 1 - :n:
2

+ /p)All 8
2

) - eA

~,
:n:
2

+ (1-:n:
2

)

is a rather natural estimate of 8A/ e
B although it uses very little of the

information in the data.

The various estimates of eA and eB are given in Table 6.

The occurrence of learning parameter estimates greater than one makes

interpretation of Model I very tenuous. It will be instructive to consider

the ,problem in more detail. It will be seen from (5) and (6) on which our

estimation procedures are primarily based, that eA and eB appear in no

equations which would restrict their values to the unit interval. It is only

in interpretation and in the derivation of transition matrices that we have

made use of the learning parameters' roles as probabilities.
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Table 6

Maximum Likelihood Estimates of 8A, 9B, and 8
A
I 8B

Estimation Q,uantity Group

method I II III

8A on 81 trials LO 1.1 LO

8B on 8
1

trials .20 .54 .62

e/8B on 8
1

trials 5.3 2.0 1.7

1
eA on 8

2
trials 2.4 2.2 1.1

8B on 8
2 trials .27 .36 .45

8/eB on 82 trials 8·9 6.0 2.4
..

8A 1.3 1.2 1.1

2 eB .24 .42 ·52

8/ 8B 5·2 2·9 2.2

eA 2.2 L7 .56

3 eB .22 .16 .07

8/ eB 10. lL 8.0

4 8/ eB 10. 6.0 2.4
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Although we may obtain bounded estimates of eA and eB

detailed sequential properties of the data, we find that it is certain i~-

adequacies of the learning model at precisely this level of analysis which

are the cause of our excesslv!"ly large learning parameter estimates.

To be more specific let Al,n
represent response Al

on trial n ,

and let E be defined analogously. Then, it easily follows from our
l,n

learning assumptions that on 8
1

type trials

P(A I E
l,n+l 2,n

(10)

Although it would now seem quite natural to use (10) as the basis for a bounded

estimate of eA , .we find that it is precisely because (9) is not empirically

valid that out previous estimation procedures have yielded estimates of 8A

greater than one. It can be easily shown that using estimation Method 1, for

example, eA is indeed restrained to the unit interval if the observed relative

frequency associated with the left side of (9) is near zero, which in the pre-

sent study it unfortunately is not.

In spite of its other difficulties the present. model gives a sufficient

description of important qualitative aspects of the data. First, 8A is

consistently greater than eB ; second; comparing Group I (easy, low symmetry)

and Group II (hard, low symmetry) ,for which Rl and R2 are the ~, Group I,

which involved the easier discrimination, has ~ greater learning parameter ratio
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6J6B . Although the pseudo maximum likelihood estimates of the learning

parameters weakly contradict this latter statement, it is our feeling that

we may place more confidence in the true maximum likelihood estimates, since

their optimality properties are well knowno

We should expect under this model no change in the e values as a

function of Ttl and Tt2 when the same stimuli are used. Unfortunately

there is such a change; indeed, we notice that when the subject makes the

less frequently reinforced response and is reinforced, this reinforcement

tends to have a greater probability of being effective than it would have

otherwise had. This can be seen by comparing the e estimates made on

81 and 82 type subsequences; the BB estimates in Group I, however,

are contrary to this generalization.
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Appendix 2

We consider it to be of some general interest to present the method of

obtaining the learning curves (3 ), (4), (7), and (8), since essentially the

same techni~ue may be used to derive learning curves in an N element pattern

model (Estes, 1959) with a probability distribution over the elements.

Let

Event of precisely k samplings

of stimulus element i in first

Let

n trials, n = 1,2, ...

(1) = P(A I S. (\0". )I,n ~,n l,n-ljill

Now,

(2 ) P(A
l

Is. ) =,n l,n

n-l
L P(Al , n s. nO". 1 )v=o . ."n l,n l,n-,V

P(s. )
1. ,n

(3) =
1

P(S. )
1. ,n

n-l

L
v=o

P(A I s. nO". ) pV(s. '[0-:, )p(O".. )
I,n l,n l,n-l,v l,n 1,n-i,V 1,n-l,V

(4) n-l a(i)
= L V+l

V=O

In a general 2><2 Markov process if x
n

is the probability of being

in state one on trial n and

(5)
P

,



then

(6) x = (1 _ a -15 )n[x _ a + .2:-
n 0 a+b a+b

here, n = 0,1, •••

;

But for the.transition matrices for 8
1

and 8
2

type trials respectively

we have

(7) 8
1

trials:

so

(8) 8
2

trials:

so

15 = (1 - "1 )82

a = 8
1

+ "182 ,

a + ]j = "1 + 82

15 = 81 + "282

a = (1 - "2 )82

a+b = 8
1

+ 82

,

Thus,

v = 0,1, ...

which substituting in (4) gives

,
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(10 ) P(A
l

Is. )
,n J. ,n

n-l

=1=
v=O

(11)

= a:~i) r= (B-tl pV(Si) [1 - p(Si)]n-l-V
V=O

+ (c/ i )_ a:(~)) ~.(n-l) [(1 -e _ e )p(S. )]V[l_P(S. )In-l-V
o co ~ v 1 2 l l

This becomes for Sl trials, letting

,

(12 )

and for S2 trials becomes, letting

1 - 5 ,
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